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This paper presents a novel hybrid algorithm based on the Adaptive Random Search Method (ARSM) and enhanced with Genetic Algorithms (GA) theory. This algorithm is first validated by modelling Carbonyl sulfide (COS) absorption by N-methyl-diguanolamine (MDEA) aqueous solutions. Results show an excellent fit between modelled values and experimental data. Then, the method is tested to model CO₂ absorption by NH₃ aqueous solutions. In general, results show that the proposed method is faster and slightly more accurate than classic methods such as Downhill simplex, and simple GA.

1. Introduction

Mathematical modelling of reaction mechanisms frequently involves solving of nonlinear equations that demand the use of suitable optimization routines to find the global solution that leads to the minimal difference between experimental data and modelled values. Gradient-based optimization algorithms, usually used to solve these problems, suffer from getting trapped in local minima and the convergence of these methods can be achieved only if they are well initialized. Moreover, strong time constraints incurred by these gradient algorithms hamper their use when considerable number of minimization processes are to be performed. To overcome these limitations, stochastic optimization techniques are a reliable solution that has been used in the past to model chemical reactions. For instance, (Isopescu and Lavric, 2009) estimated kinetic parameters for the precipitation process of calcium carbonate and validated the mechanisms using GAs throughout minimization of two objective functions. (Pontikakis and Stamatenos, 2004) employed GAs for the identification of catalytic kinetics and achieved good fit of the modelled values to the experimental data. (Zamonstny and Belohliav, 1999) estimated the catalytic hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde, however, instead of GAs, these authors used an Adaptive Random Search Method (ARSM) where a random step length uses a variable distribution of random numbers to ensure a reliable convergence to the global optimum and at reasonable convergence speed. In this work, an hybrid algorithm has been developed based on the ARSM and enhanced with GAs theory. This new algorithm is used to create a computational framework for kinetic modelling of various reaction mechanisms. For instance, this study aims to
validate the hybrid optimization technique and to highlight the pathway to get new kinetic results for CO\textsubscript{2} absorption, as absorption methods with several solvents are widely proposed at the last years but lack on kinetic values (Manglapally et al., 2009, Zhao et al., 2011). Besides to the latter, to understand CO\textsubscript{2} absorption a rigorous mathematical modelling is required as highly complex reaction mechanisms could present limiting steps that unable the adequate removal of CO\textsubscript{2} from a gaseous stream. Our long term target is to use this algorithm to address this last issue.

2. Optimization technique

2.1 Description

Let us consider an objective function \( f(x) \) as the difference between experimental and modelled values of gas pressure, and \( x \) a vector composed of \( i \) kinetic variables that belong to the absorption reactions. Intervals for each variable \( (k) \) which contain the possible solution of the reaction mechanism are set, as well as a cardinal number \( n \) that corresponds to the number of \( x \) vectors (population) to be evaluated in the objective function \( (f(x)) \). First, random values of the kinetic constants are created and stored in the \( n \) vectors \( (k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n) \). Second, the objective function is evaluated for each vector and the average \( \bar{f}(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum f(x) \) is computed. All vectors containing \( k \) values that lead to \( f(x) < \bar{f}(x) \) are retained to redefine new intervals for the respective kinetic constants. The values for the variables that allow the objective function to reach a minimum \( (f(x)_{\text{min}}) \) are directly retained and used as a pivot-reference vector. An iterative routine enable to evaluate the objective function until a maximum number of iterations is reached, or, until the difference between mean \( (\bar{f}(x)) \) and min \( (f(x)_{\text{min}}) \) is lower than a fixed value \( \varepsilon \).
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*Figure 1: COS absorption by MDEA aqueous solutions at 323 K, 1258 mol/m\textsuperscript{3} MDEA.*
2.2 Validation Method
Benchmark pressure decline values of COS absorption by N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) aqueous solutions are used to validate our ARSM + GAs method. As shown in Figure 1, a more accurate fit between experimental data and modelled values is achieved. The ARSM + GAs method seems to lead to better results than Simplex methods. The modelling of COS absorption data is based on the COS mass transfer and chemical reaction at the gas/liquid interface, considering Henry’s law and the zwitterion mechanism as presented by (Rivera-Tinoco and Bouallou, 2007). Data are experimental values presented by these authors. Optimization time prove to be half of the one required when simplex techniques are used.

3. Modelling of CO₂ absorption by ammonia aqueous solutions

3.1 Experimental
Experiments are carried out in a thermoregulated Lewis-type cell reactor and enlarge the data set available firstly obtained by (Gonzalez Garza et al., 2009). The reactor presents a constant gas-liquid interface area and it is provided with a Rushton turbine in its lower part. A tube allows either to evacuate or to introduce acid gas (COS or CO₂) into the cell. The kinetics of gas absorption is measured by recording the absolute pressure drop through a pressure transducer, working in the range (0 to 250) kPa. At a given temperature and vapour pressure (Pv), pure gas (CO₂ or COS) was introduced for a very short time into the upper part of the cell. Once the gas was in the cell, stirring is started, and the pressure drop resulting from absorption is recorded.

3.2 Modelling and results
Several reaction mechanisms have been proposed to explain the absorption of CO₂ by ammonia aqueous solutions. In order to test the hybrid algorithm here presented, the modelling of two main mechanisms is performed. A simple one-step mechanism was proposed by (Edwards et al., 1978) and then other authors came up with more complex multi-step mechanism, such as (Park et al., 2008) who considered six chemical reactions, involving the reaction rates R₁₁, R₁₂, R₂₁, R₂₂, R₃₁, and R₃₂ (equations 4-9) represented as a chemical balance by equations 1, 2 and 3.

\[
2\text{NH}_3(g) + \text{CO}_2(g) \leftrightarrow \text{NH}_2\text{COONH}_4(\text{aq}) \quad k_{1,1}/k_{1,2} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{NH}_3(g) + \text{CO}_2(g) + \text{H}_2\text{O}(g) \leftrightarrow \text{NH}_2\text{HCOONH}_4(\text{aq}) \quad k_{2,1}/k_{2,2} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{NH}_2\text{COONH}_4(\text{aq}) + \text{CO}_2(g) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}(g) \leftrightarrow 2\text{NH}_4\text{HCO}_3 \quad k_{3,1}/k_{3,2} \quad (3)
\]

\[
R_{1,1} = k_{1,1}\text{C}_{\text{NH}_3} \times \text{C}_{\text{CO}_2} \quad (4) \quad R_{1,2} = k_{1,2}\text{C}_{\text{NH}_2\text{COONH}_4} \quad (5)
\]

\[
R_{2,1} = k_{2,1}\text{C}_{\text{NH}_3} \times \text{C}_{\text{CO}_2} \quad (6) \quad R_{2,2} = k_{2,2}\text{C}_{\text{NH}_4\text{HCO}_3} \quad (7)
\]

\[
R_{3,1} = k_{3,1}\text{C}_{\text{NH}_2\text{COONH}_4} \times \text{C}_{\text{CO}_2} \quad (8) \quad R_{3,2} = k_{3,2}\text{C}_{\text{NH}_4\text{HCO}_3} \quad (9)
\]

Both mechanisms consider that only the CO₂ at the interface participates in chemical reactions and defines the CO₂ absorption rate from the gas phase. The latter can be expressed as shown in the following equation:
\[
\frac{dC_{CO_2}}{dt} = k_L a \left[ \frac{P_{CO_2}}{H_{CO_2}} - C_{CO_2} \right] \frac{V_I}{V_G} \tag{10}
\]

In this equation, \(k_L\) is the mass transfer coefficient, \(a\), the interfacial surface area, \(E\), the enhancement factor and \(V_g\), the gas volume. At the interface, vapor-liquid equilibrium is assumed and the \(CO_2\) content depends on the partial pressure in the gaseous phase (\(P_{CO_2}\)) and the unreacted and dissolved \(CO_2\) in the bulk liquid phase (\(C_{CO_2}\)). Henry's law constant (\(H_{CO_2}\)) is considered to estimate the physical adsorption of \(CO_2\) into the liquid phase. At any time, \(P_{CO_2}\) can be obtained from the measured total (\(P_T\)) and inert (\(P_i\)) pressures. The \(CO_2\) absorption is modelled assuming ideal behaviour of the gas phase and the \(CO_2\) concentration in the bulk liquid phase as a function of time, which is equal to zero at \(t = \infty\). The latter means the total \(CO_2\) consumption by the chemical reaction.

Considering the mass-transfer balance and the reaction mechanism proposed by (Edwards et al., 1978) are presented compiled in (Gonzalez Garza et al., 2009). For the mechanism proposed by (Park et al., 2008), the differential equations for the chemical species involved in the reactions are given by:

\[
\frac{dC_{CO_2}}{dt} = k_L a \left[ \frac{P_{CO_2}}{H_{CO_2}} - C_{CO_2} \right] \frac{1}{V_G} - R_{1,1} + R_{1,2} - R_{2,1} + R_{2,2} - R_{3,1} + R_{3,2} \tag{11}
\]

\[
\frac{dC_{NH_3}}{dt} = -R_{4,1} + R_{4,2} - R_{2,1} + R_{2,2} \tag{12}
\]

\[
\frac{dC_{NHCOONH_4}}{dt} = R_{4,1} - R_{2,2} + R_{4,1} - R_{3,2} \tag{13}
\]

\[
\frac{dC_{NHCO_2}}{dt} = R_{2,1} - R_{2,2} + R_{3,1} - R_{3,2} \tag{14}
\]

Modelled values of \(CO_2\) pressure derived from the simple reaction mechanism presented by (Edwards et al., 1978) are presented in Figure 2. Those values modelled under assumptions of complex reaction mechanism presented by (Park et al., 2008) are shown in Figure 3. As it can be noticed, for the simple mechanism the ARSM + GAs method achieve a very acceptable fit between modeled values and experimental data. For more complex mechanisms, an acceptable fit is performed; however, discrepancies in several points lead to the question: Is it the right mechanism? Indeed, (Park et al., 2008) suggested that six reactions are involved during the chemical absorption of \(CO_2\), however, the convexity of the pressure profile seems not to bend during the first seconds of the experiment, when pressure is high. In order to obtain satisfactory values for the kinetic constant, further undergoing work using this ARSM + GAs tool is expected to shed light on which mechanisms truly represent the absorption of \(CO_2\).
Figure 2: CO₂ absorption by NH₃ (780 mol/m³) aqueous solutions at 278K.

Figure 3: CO₂ absorption by NH₃ (970 and 1220 mol/m³) aqueous solutions at 288K (left) and 303K (right) respectively.

4. Conclusion

In this work it is shown that the ARSM + Genetic Algorithms technique can be useful to obtain with lower calculating time an accurate fit between experimental pressure data and modelled values for gases absorption. Results prove that this new optimization procedure is very promising to efficiently deal with complex non-linear reaction mechanisms. Further work will follow on the modelling of CO₂ absorption by ammonia aqueous solutions as this optimization technique ease the comparisons between reaction mechanisms by mathematical modelling. Therefore, this computational tool will be used to determine the kinetics constant for more complex mechanisms of CO₂ absorption.
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